Year 4
Unit

Islam

NATIONAL CURRICULUM

What should I already know?
1. To know Allah is Islamic name for God and he helps Muslims live
their lives through Qur’an.
2. Revisit learning on Mosques and understand that a Friday is a
call to prayer.
3. Understand the 5 daily prayers, times and actions.
4. To know that each Mosques is connected to the Holy city Mecca.
5. To understand that a Muslim must try to complete a Hajj to Mecca
once in their life time.
6. Describe what happens during the Hajj.

What will I know by the end of this unit?
1. Understand that Muhammed is the messenger of Allah. Know that
Muhammed was the prophet and messenger of Allah.
2. To know some stories from Islam be able to retell the story of
Muhammed and the spider.
3. Understand the impact of stories on the Islamic faith.
4. Understand the role of Muhammed on the lives of Muslims.

Our learning
Sacred Texts: The Qur’an teaches Muslims how to:
• worship God
• how to live good lives
• how to treat other people Hafiz are Muslims who
learn parts of the Qur’an by heart to recite to
others. Many Muslims do this today as a way of
praise to Allah. Hafiz are highly regarded and
respected.
The Qur’an is written in Arabic so many Muslims will
be taught how to read Arabic so they can access the
Qur’an and become closer to Allah.
Special Places: The Muslim place of worship is a mosque.
Prayer (Salat or Salah) is one of the Five Pillars of Islam. Muslims are
called to perform salah five times a day. When Muslims pray, they
perform sets of movements and gestures. They can carry out salah in the
mosque, at home, work or anywhere that is clean and facing Mecca
using a prayer mat. Prior to salah, the ritual wudu must be carried out
to ensure they are clean before prayer.

Language
Allah
Aqiqah
Five Pillars
Iman
Islam / Islamic
Kaaba
Minarets
Mihrab
Mosque
Muhammad (pbuh)
Muslim
Prayer mat
Qubba
Qur’an
Prophet
Revelations
Star and crescent
Wash room

SCHOOL KEY DRIVERS
Possibilities
Learning all about festivals and how the
Muslims celebrate
Meeting a Hindu and interviewing them

Diversity
Understanding different cultures and beliefs.

